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LOGLINE

In response to a wave of discriminatory anti-LGBTQ laws and the divisive 2016 election, the San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus embarks on a tour of the American Deep South.

SYNOPSIS

Led by Gay Chorus Conductor Dr. Tim Seelig and joined by The Oakland Interfaith Gospel Choir; the tour brings a message of music, love and acceptance to communities and individuals confronting intolerance. Over 300 singers travelled from Mississippi to Tennessee through the Carolinas and over the bridge in Selma. They performed in churches, community centers and concert halls in hopes of uniting us in a time of difference. The journey also challenges Tim and other Chorus members who fled the South to confront their own fears, pain and prejudices on a journey towards reconciliation. The conversations and connections that emerge offer a glimpse of a less divided America, where the things that divide us—faith, politics, sexual identity—are set aside by the soaring power of music, humanity and a little drag.
FEATURED CHARACTERS

Dr. Tim Seelig - SFGMC leader and conductor faces his painful past by performing at a Southern Baptist Church for the first time in 30 years.

Ashlé - The first trans-female to sing as part of an all male Gay chorus, challenges her own identity by going on tour.

Jimmy White - Chorus member, born in Mississippi, tries to reconcile with his conservative father who he hasn’t spoken to him in 8 years.

Terrance - Oakland Interfaith conductor and his choir bring their heart and a lot of soul to the performances.

Riley - A young Southerner severely punished by her parents is able to be with her community for the very first time at one of the concerts.

Pastor Jim Dant - Jim challenges tradition and opens the doors for the Gay Chorus’s first ever performance in a Southern Baptist Church.

Malaysia Walker - Former Head of ACLU’s trans chapter in Jackson, MS is a sign of LGBTQ resilience in the South.

Southern Voices - We spoke to many voices from the South; hearing stories of struggle, resilience, celebration and unity.
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

After the 2016 elections, the one thing that shook me to the core wasn’t the result of the election, it was the heightened, irrational division between the people in our country. As this division grew wider, every community that was considered “the other” felt threatened and as time went by the threat became tangible through legislation, isolationism and an uptick in violence.

I’ve also been “the other” my entire life. I’m the son of an immigrant and grew up between Brazil and the US, and later lived as a Latino in San Francisco, where I became an ally to the LGBTQ community. Truth is, when you’re “the other” you feel the need to always do better just so you can be; to belong. It also gives you perspective, it teaches you to listen, to be more open. Luckily this inner-battle to feel accepted evolved into an outer-fight for equality.

When I learned about the tour, I immediately saw a rare chance of telling an emotional story in irrational times. I saw a group of people with beautiful music and a history of activism ready to sing against all odds. Songs are the quickest way to connect with someone. It’s a lightning bolt to the soul. Imagine 300 people, who’ve dealt with discrimination their entire lives, singing in unison. The frequency of their voices are filled with loved and acceptance and a universal language echoes through everyone, no matter what you believe in.

When they were not singing, we were all listening; to hundreds, if not thousands of people throughout the southern states. From local LGBTQ members to every single Christian denomination to the folks at Jefferson’s Country Store in rural Alabama. Preconceived notions were challenged at every turn of this journey. As we travelled deeper into the South, a greater depth of place opened up. The lines between conservative and liberal, faith and sexuality, red and blue started to blur. Questions began to surface: are we really living in two Americas? Can different perspectives on religion and politics build instead of divide? Is kindness enough to bring us closer? Can our human vibrations, our vibrato, become an instrument towards acceptance? If we open our ears will our hearts follow?

The hope is for Gay Chorus Deep South to raise these themes and reflections with its audience. So each voice can start a dialogue within their own community and family; and with that first note, begin to materialize a kinder, more accepting and harmonized world around them.

- David Charles Rodrigues, Director
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